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To fix the problem, youll have to reboot and scan
your computer for devices to find and install the
drivers for your Game Controller device. If any

problem occurs, try one of the methods suggested
here. I tried my best, however, these methods do
not work. Can you please help. I tried all the steps
and i'm still not able to get the gamepad to work

on my Windows 7 and 8 computers. It. Back to top
of Page.There was a problem loading this faq entry.
Back to top of Page.Have you tried to reconfigure

the Mouse driver by executing the Control
Panel/Display/Hardware and Sound/Mouse. Usually,

this will do the trick to get the gamepad to work,
but not always. I am using a have a similar issue
with my new HV-MS761 Logitech mouse. If you.
Back to top of Page. It could be anything, but

usually, the mouse works ok when the drivers are
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updated. I am not sure if the mouse works after the
update, but I do know it did before the update. Let
us know if you have any more questions. The same
thing was happening to me in windows 7 ultimate.
ive tried the. Back to top of Page.Try scanning your
computer for devices to find and install the drivers

for your Game Controller device. If any problem
occurs, try one of the methods suggested here.

Driver Manager is a free program that will ensure
your hardware is always at its optimal

performance. To start using DriverManager, first
install the program on your desktop. The second
thing to do is create an icon on your desktop. You

are invited to join our forums and share your
thoughts and feedback. Furthermore, there's a

separate App that provides you with information
about your connected products and can help you
manage them. Simply check the box next to the
desired connected device, tap 'Install driver' and

hit 'Save settings'.
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option 3: update game controller drivers
automatically to install windows 10 game controller
drivers, you can choose from our or for the driver
that fits your specific game controller model and
your pcs operating system. if you cannot find the
right driver for your game controller, you can. we
will find it for you. or, try the option instead. once

you have downloaded the new driver, next remove
the current game controller driver. windows 10 will
now install the new game controller driver for you.
option 4: update game controller drivers manually
to get the latest game controller driver, including

windows 10 drivers, you can choose from our or for
the driver that fits your specific game controller

model and your pcs operating system. if you
cannot find the right driver for your game

controller, you can. we will find it for you. or, try
the option instead. once you have downloaded the

new driver, next remove the current game
controller driver. option 5: update game controller
drivers automatically to install windows 10 game
controller drivers, you can choose from our or for
the driver that fits your specific game controller
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model and your pcs operating system. if you
cannot find the right driver for your game

controller, you can. we will find it for you. or, try
the option instead. once you have downloaded the

new driver, next remove the current game
controller driver. windows 10 will now install the

new game controller driver for you. option 6:
update game controller drivers automatically to

install windows 10 game controller drivers, you can
choose from our or for the driver that fits your
specific game controller model and your pcs

operating system. if you cannot find the right driver
for your game controller, you can. we will find it for

you. or, try the option instead. once you have
downloaded the new driver, next remove the

current game controller driver. windows 10 will now
install the new game controller driver for you.
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